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New Hampshire
TJ Ted C. Feigenbaum

hh ..(h Prn:de,t and

Chief Executive Officer

NYN- 92060

May 8,1992

United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Document Control Desk
{

References: (a) Facility Operating Licene No. NPF-86, Docket No. 50 443

(b) NiiY Letter NYN-92044 dated April 8,1992, " Licensee Event Report
(LER) 92-03 00: Missed Technical Specification Surveillance
Re<1uirements," T. C. Feigenbaum to USNRC.

(c) NilY Letter NYN 02036 dated March 27, 1992, ~ ' uxiliary Operator
Performance- Concerns," T. C. Feigenbaum to T. T. Martin

(d) NitY Letter NYN 92045 dated April 10, 1992, " Auxiliary Operator
Performance Concerns * T. C. Feiget.taum to T. T. Martin

Subject: Licensec Event Report (LER) 92-03-01: Missed Technical Specification
Surveillance Require.nents

Gentlem. n:

Enclosed please find Licensee Event Report (LER) No. 92-03-0; for Seabrook Station.
This submittal transnas a revision to LER No. 92-03-00, which was previously transmitted ;

'o the NRC in a letter dated April 8,1992 [ Reference (b)). The revised LER describes the
'

,

root causes for the Auxiliary Operator ( AO) performance concerns as determined by the New
Hainpshire Yankee (NHY) Independent Review Team. The revised LER also describes
corrective actions to be taken by NHY in response to the AO performance concerns as
previously documented in an NIIY letter dated April 10,1992 (Reference (d)|.

Should you require additional information regarding this matter please contact Mr.
James M. Peschel, Regulatory Compliance Manager, at (603) 474-9521, extension 3772.

Very truly yours,

fst & +wb* ~

Ted C. Feigenoaum

Enclosure: NRC Form 366 & 366A

TCF:JES g3
9205180018 920500 ry
PDR ADOCK 05000443

g~q( iS PDR

New Hampshire Yankee Division of Public Service Company of New Hampshire I

P.O. Box 300 Seabrook, NH 03874 * Telephone (603) 474 9521 /
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. my United States Nuclear-Regulatory Commission hiay _8,1992 :
_

~

?,%~" Attention: ~ Document Control. Desk - Page iwo
'.

-

cc: Mr; Thomas-T. h1artin

- Regional Administrator
_U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region l' >

-475 Allendale Road '
King 'of. Prussia ~,~~PA 19406 :

hir. Gordon E. Edison,L Sr. Project hianager -
Project Directorate I<3
Division of: Reactor Projects--

- U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission
Washington,1DC '20555 =

hir Barry Letts,, Field-_Cffice Director -
_ - U.S. Nuclear = Regulatory Commission Office of Investigation.-

Region' I-

1475 Allendale Road ~
King of Prussia,t PA-- 19406

hf r. Noel Dudley
NRC Senior Resident inspector
:P..O. Box 1149

"
Seabrook, 'NH 03874

INPO -

Records Center;
.

.1100 Circle'75 ' Parkway -
Atlanta,- GA - 30339--
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Dr-ing a periodic perfo mance moaitoring surveillance of on.shif t personnel on March 1,1992, it was
ue: ermined that an Auxiliary Operator (AO) did not completely perform the AO watch rounds to which
he.was assignei L At.xilirty Operators do not require a reactor operator license. Auxiliary Operators
perform routine inspection .and surseillance activities in the plant under the direction of control room
personnel. Subsequent extensive evaluation by the NiiY Independent Review Team revealed other
occasions on which AO's did not completely perf&m their assigned AO du .es. On March 9,1992 andr

duriac subsequent evaluatiou it was determined that AO performance concerns caused six Technical
Specilication Surseillance Requirements to be missed.

Technical Specification 311RVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 4 7.1.3 requires in part, that the integrity
of the concrete structure which encloses the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) be verified at least once
per 12 hours. Contrary to this requirement, the integrity of the CST enclosure was nct verified as
required on August 25, 1990 (2 instances), December 22,1900, May 12,1991, and November 9,1991.

Technical Specific tion SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT 4.7.10 requires that the temperature of
areas listed in Table 3.7-3 be deterrained to be withir, its limit at least once per 12 hours. On February
21, 1992 this requirement was not met for the Fuel Storage Building Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Pump
Area. This area is included in Table 3.7-3.

Immediate corrective actions include the removal of the involved AO's from watchstanding duties,
briefing other Operations Department personnel on the importance of correctly completing rounds and
the initiation of disciplin:.ry actior, including suspension and/or terminatioa ..f the involved AO's. In
addition a special independent Review Tearn was assigned to fully evaluate tbc * O performance concerns.

and to determine the root cause.

The root cause of this incident has been determined to be Failure to follow Procedures. A secondary
root cause is Afanagement Systems, in that procedure compliance policy was not uniformly applied
regarding documentation of routine rounds. N!!Y has developed corrective actions to address these
concerns.
NaC Pe 3
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During a periodic performance monitoring surveillance of on-shif t personnel on March 1,1992, it
was determined that an Auxiliary Operator (AO) did not completely perform the AO watch rounds
to which he was assigned. Auxiliary Operators do not require a reactor operator license. Auxiliary
Operators perform routine inspection and surveillance activities in the plant under the direction of
control room personnel; Subsequent extensive investigation by the NilY Independent Review Team
revealed other occasions on which AO's did not completely perform their assigned AO duties. On
Ntarch 9.1992 and during subsequent investigation it was determined that AO performance concerns,

caused six Technical Specification Surveillance Requirements to be missed.

Seabrook Station Technical Specification 3.7.1.3 requires the Condensate Storage Tank (CST) |TK]
and the concrete CST enclosure to bc OPER ABLE in MODES 1, 2, and 3. OPER ABLE is defined
as the CST containing a minimum volume of 212,000 gallons of water and the CST enclosure being
capable of retaining the 212,000 gallons of water in the event of a tank failure.

On the following dates the requirement to verify that the CST enclosure was capable of cantaining
212,000 gallons of wa'er was not performed: August 25, 1990 (2 instances), December 22,1990, May
12, 1991, and November 9,1991. This requirement is defined in Surveillance Requit ement 4.7.1.3.

Seabrook Station Technical Specification 3.7.10 specifies maximum temperatures for certain areas
in the plant, Technical Specification SURVEILL ANCE REQUIREMENT 4.7.10 requires that the
temperature of the arsa be determined to be within its limit at least once per 12 hours. On

February 21, 1992 this surveillance requirement was not performed for the Fuel Storage Building
Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Pump Area.

The CST enclosure integrity and FSB temperature are obtained every 4 hours as- part of routine
log taking associated with various Auxiliary Operator (AO) watch stations. The logs for the AO
watches indicated that the areas had been checked. Ilowever, a comparison of these logs with the
security keycard transaction log indicated that the A O's involved had not made entry into the
buildings. Therefore, verification of CST integrity and FSB temperature could not have occurred.

Backcround

The CST is the source of demineraliicd water for the Emergency I"ecdwater System (EFW) [IlA].
The CST enclosure is a two foot thick concrete structure which surrounds the CST two inches
from the tank. The enclosure provides tornado missile protection and ensures that the minimum
amount of water required by Technical Specifications would be available in the unlikelv event of
a tank failure.

The Fuel Storage Building (FSB) [ND] is the building "/hich encloses the following areas: new fuel
storage, spent fuel pool cooling equipment [DA|, IIVAC equipment [VGJ and spent fuel handling
[DFJ and storage facilities.

R oot and Seconda'ry Causes

The following are the root and secondary causes, and the contributing factors for the AO
performance concerns as determined by the Independent Review Team (IRT), and as stated in the
IRT Report that was transmitted to the NRC in NilY Letter NYN-92045, dated April 10, 1992. The
root cause for the AO performance concerns has been determined to be failure to follow

z~s"~~ . u . n ... w. . d._.
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Procedures, inL that the Auxilia r y Operators ( AOs) in question did not use the Operations
~

Management Manual (OPMM), which was the governing procedure for their rounds. Although
several AOs had stated that they did not consider logs to be in the same category as " procedures,"
the IRT concluded that sufficient guidance exists in the OPMM concerning the seguirements for log
keeping.

A secondary cause has been identified as Afanagement Systems, in that the procedure compliance
policy was not uniformly applied with regard to documentation of routine rounds. The IRT
concluded that this is due largely to an unnecessarily large burden of procedures, policies, and
programs on compane personnel.

Contributine Factors

Several contributing factors have been judged to have had a bearing on the AO performance
Contributing factors are not ranted or listed by any priority.concerns.

A contributing factor has been identified in the area of- Training. Since several AOs believed that
logs were not considered procedures, the On the-Job Training (OJT) specifically associated with AO
round taking was judged to be ineffective in clearly establishing management expectations for this
task.

AL contributing' factor has been identified in the area of Management Systems. There is an
inadequate policy concerning explicit descriptions of management expectations for routine tasks.

The - final contributing factor has also been identified in the area of Management System s.
Specifically, there was inadequate supervision of AO rounds keeping practices.

Corrective Actions

immediate corrective-actions included the removal of the involved AO's from watchstanding duties,
' briefing other Operations Department personnel on the importance of correctly completing rounds
and the initiation -of disciplinary action including suspension or termination of the involved AO's.-

In addition the NHY . Independent Review Team was assigned to fully evaluate the AO performance
conceras and to determine the root cause.

The IRT identified twenty-one recommendations to respond to the AO performance concerns.
Upon review of the IRT Report, NHY Management added four additional recommendations. All
of _the recommendations are described in the attached " Summary Report by the Executive Director

_

Nuclear Production Regarding AO Performance Concernt* This summary report has previously been
transmitted 1 to the NRC as Enclosure 1 to NHY Letter NYN 92045, dated April 10, 1992.

Additionally, as stated in NHY Letter N YN -92045, NHY will implement the above stated
recommendations and will keep the NRC informed of their completion status.

Sa fet y Sienificance

There was no significant safety impact as a result of the missed CST integrity and FSil area
temperature surveillance.

; Aa - .U. - ..........;
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The integrity of the CST enclosure was_ verified prior to, and subsequent to the missed surveillances,
_

therefore it existed during the time the surveillances were missed.

The_ temperature of the FSB SFP Cooling Pump Arca was verified to be within its limit prior to,
and subsequent to the missed surveillance, it is highly unlikely that the area temperature rose
above the specified limitL for the short period of time that the surveillance was missed and then
returned to ' normal. The temperature for this area has historically been steady- and was verified by
surveillance to-be in its normal band prior to and following the _ missed surveillance.

At the time of the discovery the plant was in MODE 1.

This:is tbc first event of this type at Seabrook Station.

|
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-SUMMARY-REPORT BY THE-
-EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR ~ NUCLEAR PRODUCTIW-

REGARDING AO PERFORMANCE CONCERNS
,

f

,

$ ' knw /M7o er
SfC. Drawbridge- :.,~.,

J Executive Dir 'or Nucl Production

Date: . April-10, 1992| -

' :,
,

Enclosure 1

N??qgrQ_^;A8
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SUMNARY REPORT BY THE
EXE -IVE DIRECTOR-NUCLEAR PRODUCTION

'

R J IWG'AO PERFORMANCE CONCERNT

Two reports:have been provided to me and are enclosed. One

report has been provided by-the Independent Review Team (IRT) and

ir. an assessment of the! Auxiliary Operator performance concerns;-

th.e,second report-has been provided by the Station Manager-and-it-

sumni.rizes Station Management activities with regard to the

,

- Auxiliary _ Operator- performance concerns. The purpose of- this
t-

l. report is to provide an Executive Summary of the two rt. ports and to

provide-a perspectiva on the Auxiliary Operator watchstander (AO)
performance concerns.

There were certain- AO watchstanders who did not perform
their- jobs correctly. Management cisnnot always prevent an

= individual- from- performing poorly if he is predisposed -_to
,

performing | in an unacceptable manner. However, Management must-

:

.take responsibility-for the overall impact on the organization of
the -AO performance concerns. These concerns have prompted

Management-to carefully reflect on how the organization performs
' -activities,; how Management interacts with all levels of - the

organization and.how Management communicates expectations to the

organization. .In the final analysis,- Management is responsible for-

all activities at Seabrook Station. As Executive Director Nuclear

Production,- I take ultimate responsibility for these performance
Concerns.-

The Independent Review Team provided a comprehensive report

with regard to the Auxiliary Operator-performance concerns. I feel

,

*

1
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'however, that there-are certain additional. actions that go beyond

- the recommendations provided by the IPP that we, as a-Company,
_

- _should pursue Those additional- actions are detailed later in this-

: report.

During-the course-of their investigacion, the IRT performed-

.

- numerous tasks. The. IRT performed data reduction of AO '

roundkeeping documentation and Security Department keycard

transaction.-logs. They also interviewed -numerous Auxiliary

Operators, some of whom had just receivod disciplinary action. .The

- IRT was-not~a participant in any of the disc;iplinary process data

gathering | interviews or disciplinary action niaatings. In order to

- preserve -independence, station Management and Executive Management
''

wereinot participants in the coniidential interviews that were held
~

between members of- the IRT and- me.mbers of: the Auxiliary Operator-

-Staff,- Operations Staff,- other members- of the plant, and

. Management. Therefore,:the primary purpose of this report is to

- provide a totalLperspective of company actions in response to the
~

AO performance-concerns. -

A S -; a --- r e s u l t of these concerns, thirteen - individuals - have
-

received disciplinary action. Of the thirteen . individuals..four
-

:

individuals hava-separated from the Company, .and the remainder have

been' suspended for'a period of time without pay. In the case-of
'

:

'

three' individuals-who held NRC licenses, these licenses have been

- withdrawn.

. The. suspended individua'Is have been ' disqualified as AO

watchstanders' and will not be requalified until they have completed

2
.
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a remedial training program, the scope of which is now defined.

They have been placed on probation for a minimum of six months,

during which time their performance will be closely nonitored. If

any individuals cannot be remediated within the probationary

period, furthcr disciplinary action will be initiated by

Management. None of the suspended individuals will be rainstated

to AO watchstanding duties without prior approval of the President.

Management adopted the philosophy from the outset that it is

essential to deal with the AO performance concerns aggresnively in

order to ensure that its seriousness is well understood by all

company em loyees. It is essential that all NHY employees

understand Management's expectations and their personal

responsibilities and accountability. In addition to the removal

from- duty of those individuals involved and the immediate

initiation of an IRT assessment, the following additional short-

tera corrective actions have been or are being taken.

The Shif t Superintendent that made the initial identifichtion.

of the discrepancy, discussed the incident with the oncoming

' Shift Superintendent at shift turnover that same night. Each

shift Superinter. dent has counseled his crew on watchstanding

practice and Management expectations regarding AO rounos.

A comparison of the computerized card key entry logs with the.

AO's required Rover rounds and log entries are being performed

on a daily basis until further notice.

. Operations Management issued a night order on March 3 to the
'

operating crews regarding complacency.

3
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i On March 6, Operations Management issued a second night order

that addressed shift records requirements, log sheets,
'

attention to detail, and work ethics,

Operations Management briefed all of the operating crews on.

the disciplinary action taken to date. Additional briefings

will fa provided as required.

. Operations Management has required each Shift Superintendent

to perform a set of rounds with each AO and to review the

watchstation and all other duties expected of the AO.

On March 9, the ~ Executive Director Nuclear Production began a

series of briefings for all Operations Department personnel.

He discussed the investigation, requirements for rounds, and
Management expectations.

The Station Manager has begun a series of briefings to Station

departments on this occurrence and on Management's

expectations on work performanco in order to increase the

sensitivity of Station employees in other areas.

The suspended individuals are being required to complete a
'

comprehensive remedial training program. The training program

will addrer.s, as a minimum, Management expectations of their

performance, their specific job responsibilities, Technical

Specification and Technical Requirements and on-the-job

refresher . training with special emphasis on the proper

performance of rounds and filling out logsheets. Each AO will

be required - to' stand each watchstation with a

trainer / evaluator. In addition, Station and Production

4
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Management will complete interviews with each individual in

order- to ascertain their understanding of their duties and

responsibilities and Management'r. expectations of them.

. The NHY President issited a letter to all employees summarizing
the AO performance concerns and stressing employee

responsibility regarding accuracy and accountability. The NHY

President has met with the Management and supervisory staff

and has issued a memorandum reminding all employees of the

NRC's regulations related to deliberate misconduct.

The IRT, in my opinion, stated correctly that there were three

groups of Ao performance activities. Group I consists of those

individuals who knowingly omitted portions of their rounds without

any reasonable justification. Group II individuals understood the

importance of and requirements of AO rounds, but had rationalized

why certain areas or pieces of equipment did not have to be

inspected on every round. Those individuals appeared to believe

that they were doing the right thing or potentially doing a better
job by devoting more of their time to what they felt were more
important items. Group III individuals consist of those who

clearly understood the importance of and the requirements of the An

rounda and rigorously completed those rounds. There were also

instances of Group II Aos who clearly understood the requirements
of their roonds, but missed cartain areas o41 rare occasions. These

areas were missed due to honest mistakes or due to distraction by
other work ac:ivities. Their missed portions of rounds were

5
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ext'emely rare and did not represent a pattern of behavior.r

I believe that it is the rationale of the IRT, that an

individual who willingly does not perform his activities cannot be

prevented from doing so strictly by Management action. I agree

that if an- individual is predisposed to not performing his job
correctly,- there are no reasonable preventative measures that
Management can put in placu to preclude that situation. However,

Management.has the responsibility to review the process for hiring

that individual in order to ensure that there were no potential
indications whicn could have been identified in the preemployment
screening process. In addition, Management has the responsibility
to review the Company's processes-for development of the affected

individuals in order to identify further opportunities to reinforce
Management' expectations and work ethic.

The IRT, in their transuittal letter for their assessment,

noted that the task force found considerable evidence that supports

an effective technical task management style and safety culture

within the organization. The organization is composed of extremely

capable, technically oriented individuals who are very much tasked-

oriented in nature. As a result, the organization as a whole,

puts less emphasis on people-oriented skills. Therefore NHY should

review how we train.our managers and supervisors to-assure that'we

improve the manner in which we treat and -interact with all

individuals within NHY. Special emphasis should be place on

assuring that Management's expectations, basic work ethics, and

professional interactions at all levels of the organization are

6
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und'erstood and properly implemented. .In the case of the Aos-in
particular, we need to assure that NHY expectations are

communicated .to our First-Line operations Management. This

-includes the expactation that the AOs must be fully integrated into

the shift; team, and then-reinforce this philosophy on all shifts,
ihere muut be s " buy-in" by First-Line Supervisors that they are
members of Management, and that they have ownership for the

oversight and development of the AOs. The AOs must recognize that

although they work in remote areas of the Station, they are an

integrated portion of the NHY team. The Aos must realize that

their job is important, even in the performance of routine and

repetitive activities.

I recommend the following initiatives in addition to the

recommendations of the Independent Review Team.

Recommendation #1

New Hampshire Yankee should acquire the services of an expert

consultant to work with Management in order to enhance

communications and team building. The consultant should be

w lected by May 15, 1992.

_

Manacement Resnonsibility: President & Chief Executive
t

Officer / Executive Director

| Nuclear Production

Action Duo E gu. May 15, 1992
|

|
.

I Reconnendation #2

7
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: Management should review-its hiring and orientation practices

at in orderfto assure that they consider all appropriate- -

: attributes-for-. hiring;and developing employees. This review-

will' ' be' . initiated by _ the Executive Director- Nuclear_

Production, the. Station Manager,-and the Employee tielations
Manager.

Manaaement Responsibility -Employee Relations Manager |

-Action Due Date: -June-15, 1992'-
,

.

,

|

|

Recommendation #3

- Management should redouble its efforts in its support and
communication-with the on-shift. crews. The Station Manager,

operations Manager,. and the Shif t Superintendents will develop -

a Plan to foster better communications.
?

E

}{anacemerit Resoonsibility: Station Manager

Action'Due Date: June 1, 1992

,

- h ommendation'#4-

Management should' review. industry. experience-with regard to

:these types of, concerns and-implement the-lessons. learned.

Manacement'Resoonsibility: Regulatory Compliance Manager

-Action-Due Date: . December 1, 1992

The following are recommendations.recently received from the

8
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IRT. I have performed a preliminary review of the IRT Report and
I am in general agreement with its recommendations. Based on the

iM initial review, I have made initial assignments to develop action
plans in order to implement the recommendations. It should be,

j.

noted that the assigned Responsib10 Hanagement will have to
o

carefully review .the IRT recommendations and discuss the

' recommendations with the IRT Manager and Executive Management to
gain a. full perspective of the issues involved. This will assure

E that the resultant corrective action plans will be both meaningful >

and comprehensive. I have requested that the Regulatory Compliance

Manager provide periodic status reports of their implementation,

which I intend to make available to the NRC Senior Resident
Inspector. I have also requested that the IRT assess the

corrective actions taken prior to closure of the associated

recommendations.

IRT Recommendation #1:

Executive Management should review and evaluate the procedure
'

compliance policy scope with regard to the applicability of
verbatim compliance.

Rgsoonsible Manacement: President & Chief Executive Officer
Action Plan Due Date: May 15,1992

IRT Recommendation #2:

Conduct refresher training on a periodic basis in the

following:

Procedure Compliance Policy..

9
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. Need for integrity / accuracy / completeness when documenting

work activities. Emphasizing that all documontation may

be needed to reconstruct work act 'ities.

. NRC regulation _on willful misconduct by licensed and/or
unlicensed employees.

Resoonsible Manacenent: Training Manager

-Action Plan Due Detal May-15, 1992

IRT Recommendation-#3

Streamline company operations by consolidating and e'iminating

(as possible) programs, policies, manuals and procedures.

Emphasis should be placed on eliminatino redundancy and 1

excessive administrative requirements and documentation (e.g. ,

canceling Nuclear Production Manual, quarterly surveillance

for Shift Superintendents to review Work Request priorities,
procedure for bulletin boards). Consider using outside

expertise.

;Resoonsible Manacement: Executive Director Nuclear

Production

Action Plan Due Date: June 15,1992

1RT Recommendation #4:-

Determine where operations administrative burdens for

compliance with Technical Specifications and NRC commitments

can be reduced by design enhancements. Examples:

.-EFW back leakage temperature monitoring
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. Spent Fuel' Pool cooling pumps area temperature

Responsible Manacementi Station 'lanager

Action-Plan Due Dater- July 15, 1992

IRT Recommendation #11

Review and revise the AO logs to eliminate checks determined

to be excessive (e.g., cooling Tower and CST every four

. hours).

.Rescoasible Manacementi Operations Manager

Action Plan Due Date: -July 1, 1992

IRT Recommendation #6:

Consider providing Auxiliary Operators with updated tools for

recording rounds data to provide consistent documentation and

enhanced ' capability for ' equipment monitoring. . Consider

systems such as used by Virginia Power (Nuclear Plant Journal,

Jan-Feb,.1992).

Resconsible Manacement: Operations Manager

Action Plan Due Date: June 1, 1992

IRT Recommendation #7_:

Revise the AO Initial Training Program so that at the start

and the end of the program, the Executive Director Nuclear

Production, Station Manager, Operations Manager, and Training

Manager address the Company's expectations and standards that

the AO must meet, and convey the consequences of failing to

11
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meet these expectations and standards. This should be

emphasized annually during Ao continuing Training.

,

Besponsible Managenentt Trainina Manager

&ction Plan DugLlato, July 1, 1992
-

,

lRl' B camacadat19n_LS.I. E
Revine the AO Initial Training Program so that upon AO's

s

mirinal at training, the Shift Superintendent (SS) delivers
't

Operations Department expectations to the new AO

(ttrientation). In addition, an Ao currently on the shift

meeting these expectations will be assigned as a mentor to

train this new Ao on job requiremonta during the OJT process.

This will include signing of all qual guide related material.
<

The Shitt 3uperintendent will be responsible for moni crine

-
- the orogress, of assigned Aos throughout the training proq7a:e

to nake sure the department's expectstions are being mat,
.;

Realgonsible Management;J. Training Manager

Act.ipn,E]an Due Date: July 1, 1992

.UEL.Resmpnendation #9_L

,

R3 Vise the AO OJT Program to incorporate the Operations Good

i Fractice on AO logs and round taking.

Sinu 2nadbl.e liatmoenentJ. Training Manager

Ant. ion Plan Duo Date: May 15, 1992

y
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IRT Recommendation flot

Add signature blocks on the OJT qual guide to include

AO mentor, stating that the AO trainee is ready for.

qualification approval.

Ao trainee, stating he accepts all responsibility of.

information found in qual guide.

Shif t Superintendent, stating his expectations have been*

met.

Operations Manager, stating that the department*

expectations have been met.

Resooncible Manacementt Training Manager

Action Plan Due Datet May 15, 1992

IRT Rec m endation #111

Review applicable OJT lesson plans and Job Performance

Measures (i.e. , rounds, logs keeping, CST integrity checks) to

ensure that Ao administrative requirements have been included

in these lesson plans.

Responsible Mannaement! _ Training Manager

Action Plan Due Dater May 15, 1992

IRT Recommendation #122

| Operations nd Training should re-evaluate the priority placed
| on the Ao continuing Training Program. Training should ensure

13
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adequate instructor resources are available to conduct the
program. Training should consider placing an instructor on-

shift in the plant to conduct training.

Rangonsible Manacement: Operations Manager / Training Manager

Action Plan Due Datsi Hay 15, 1992

IRT Relommendation #13?

Re-evaluate the A0 training commitments to see if any

requirements can be reduced or eliminato. Recommend that some

of the requirements deemed necessary be fulfilled on shift.

Enapsnalble Marutgementi operations Manager / Training Manager

Action Plan Due batti May 15, 1992

IRT Regommendation #14:

Provide consistent administration of exams, written or

walkthrough, to document students have comprehension of the

material.

Resconsible Management: Traini'g Manager / Operations Manager

Action Plan Due Date: May 15, 1992

IRT Recommendation #15.1

Examine the training feedback disposition process to ensuro
:

that actions are properly addressed and implemented.

14
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Responsible Manacementt Operations Manager i

Action Plan Due Date: July 35, 1992
_

IRT Reconmendation #16:

Develop a r'andard orientation program for new employees to

convey clear 14d concise Management expectations and develop
]

a means to reinforce these expectations on a requalification
,

basis. (See Recommendation #7 and #8 for example.)

Rgaponsible Managementt Training Manager / Employee Relations

Manager
,

Action Plan Due Dater May 15, 1992

IRT Recommendation #121

Develop team building opportunities with all on-shift

operations personnel. Consider periodic gatherings, other

than shift turnover, which would encourage team interplay.

Resoonsible Manacementt Operations Manager

&ction Plan Due Date! May 1, 1992

IRT Recommendation #18:

Develop operations Department good practices to incorporate
operations standards, management expectations and good

practices pertaining to A0 logs and watchstanding.

15
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h Resoonsible Managementt_ Operations Manager
*

Action Plan Due Date! May 15, 1992

IRT Recccgendation #191

Develop Operations Department Qualification Program and

include this program in the NYQH.

Responsible Management! Operations Manager

Action Plan Due Dater May 15, 1992

IRT Recommendatiori 120t

Review and evaluate the processes utilized to manage technical

and administrative tasks to streamline and consolidate the
Management function. Encourage the decisionmaking processa to

be made at the appropriate levels in the organization. Allow

managers more tima to manage people and to develop strategies

in order to facilitate improved interpersonal communications.

Consider using consultants to complete this review and provide
specific recommendations.

Resoonsible Manaamment! Executive Director Nuclear Production
,

Action Plan Due Datet July 15, 1992

.

IRT Rec m endation f212
,

Operations Management should ensure that the intent of OA1.14
'

,

#8, " Plant Performance Monitoring" is met.

Responsible Manacement! Operations Manager

Action Plan Due Date May 15, 1992

.

16
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On some occasions the Aos did not truly understand why they

had to perform their rounds; especially in regards to standby
i

equipment that remained idle. This shows a lack of understanding

in the organization regarding Management's expectations and the

basis for thoso expectations. We, as an organization, tend to

f ocus ' on high priority tasks. In that regard, we have the

potential to unintentionally minimize the importance of routine

activities. Management expectations should be reinforced in

training; however, training cannot be used as the exclusive method

for communicating expectations to the organization. Training is an

extension of Management, however, training cannot be used in lieu

of proper Management communications. I recommend that NHY

concentrate on assuring that the management in each department

clearly communicates and reinforces by example, basic expectacions

related to day-to-day job activities.

In concluding this report, I am heartened by two facts which

I believe are important to note. First, we identified these AO

performance concerns by means of our internal review programs.

Second, in all of the interviews conducted with the Aos, it became

clear that the Aos recognized that if their supervision had been

aware of the Aos missing portions of their rounds, such action

would have been considered unacceptable and the Aos believe that

they would have been directed by their supervision to complete the

missing portions of their rounds. Notwithstanding these facts, we

must now aggressively implement the recommended actions to prevent

these unacceptable practices from recurring. I have and will
;

17
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cohtinue to monitor the effectiveness of our short tern correceive*

actions. I am confident, based on all of our actions to-d;ce, that

Seabrook Station continues to be operated safely and '.n accordance I

with all our crerating license requirements. I telieve that with

the completion of the IRT and Management araessments, we have a
|

good understanding of the root causen of the Ao performance
1concerns. I also believe that w i * *.s the short term corrective

actions we have put in place aM with the implementation of the
recommendations contained hetein, we can be conrident that our

l

activities are being conducted properly. ,

|

/

n!y6 '

Bruce L. rawbrid

Executive Director Nuclear Production

Encloeure

.
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